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According to the subject description, the 3. lecture is about an overview of microbiology
and microbial physiology, furthermore types of industrial microbes and their main 
biochemical characteristics as well as basic metabolism.
Since the 2. lecture was about Cell biology including physiology (like energy
production, „cell‐organs” etc.) and metabolic pathway were considered detailed
in subject of „Biochemistry for chemical engineers, the focuse of this
presentation is on microbiology, especially on industrial microbiology.
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Biotechnology can be considered as the industrial application of different areas of
Biology. There exist plant biotechnology (for example improvement of crops with
genemodification), but in the chemical industry mainly microbiology is applied. A bio‐
based factory is usually divieded into two parts: the main production and its supporting
operations together called =upstream processes, and product purification and isolation
is called =downstream section.
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The production is carried out usually either by microbial de novo fermentation or
bioconversion ,or by enzymatic bioconversion. For the latter one, the enzyms
must be prepeared also exclusively by fermentation. This conclude, that there is 
no biotechnology without fermentation, which plays a key‐role (=key step). We
call fermentation that processes, in which living organism (or their part) help to
convert the given substrate into products. These living organism are most 
commonly microorganism (ie microbes).
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This conclude, that there is no biotechnology without fermentation, which plays
a key‐role (=key step). We call fermentation that processes, in which living
organism (or their part) help to convert the given substrate into valuable
products. These living organism are most commonly microorganism (ie
microbes). Thus finally biotechnology relies on microbs, and the Discipline
dealing with microbes is Microbiolgy. This is usually discussed in two parts: 1) 
General microbiology, 2) taxonomy. We will see little samples for tasting –with
industrial aspectsindustrial aspects.
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But before, here are some remarks to give an attitude on how to think and how to
handle microbes.
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During development of a bio‐based technology the first step is to find or create the
production strain. For this, usually microbes are isolated from soil in a petri dish, or if
this was already done by a Strain collection, then have to place an order from them, and 
microbes will be delivered in liophylised form, and during revive we got again to the
petri dish. This latter one is made from glass containing media for cultivation. On the
surface of the media colonies or strips will be formed, but sticked [szúrt] cultivation also
exist. The goal on the Petri‐dish is to isolate individual, clean clones (colonies), which will
go under screening experiments to find the best producer (or best candidate). For these
screening either microtitet plates or shaking flasks are used. The cultivation of the
choosed isolate will be then optimized, then scaled up, if the microbe tolerate it, since
microbes are often sensitive agiainst scale up.
Production has the same process, since every batch of an already developed and 
existing fermentation plant is always started from either a petri‐dish or an ampull, and 
through continous scale up they reach the production scale. The reasons are: 1.: 
microbes are sensitive against changing a scale, because the hydrostatic preasure will
increase, which also change the oxygen solubility, and usually the mixing rate is also
differnt with different shear‐force, etc. 2.: every operaton must be carried out under
sterile conditions to avoid the sidereaction of contaminating microbes (ie. Substrate
decrease and byproduct formation), however sterilization can only be considered as a 
statistical operation: if the criterium is 10‐3=0,001 it means, that from every 1000 
sterilization one will be lost. If we propagate a huge reactor with cells from a petri dish, 
that cells will be so much diluted, that very long fermentation time will be needed (cells
should fill up the media with binary cell division!), and the potentially existing survived
contaminations could be in the same magnitude than inocula, which resulted a 
questionable competition.
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For microscopic observations broth containing microbes will be dropped onto a glass
subjectplate (slide), and will be covered by another glassplate, and will be put onto the
stage. We set up the correct distance between the sample and the objective with the
rough and fine adjustment, and through the eyepiece lens we make observations. The 
way of light: lamp (and/or mirror), condenser, slide, objective, tubular, eyepiece lens, 
eyes. By multiplicating the magnification of objective and eyepiece lens we receive the
nominal enlargement. The size of different microbes can differ even in more orders of 
magnitude, for this different objectives can be applied. To see the smaller microbes
(bacteria) so called oil‐immersion should be used, because the oil droplets between the
sample and the objective has the same refractive index then the glass, thus the light will
not be broken on the surface of asample‐air‐objective, and results larger magnification.
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Our different „friends” look like these images in microscope.
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The measurment of microbes is important to follow their growth. With different
methods different unit of their amount can be obtained. CFU=colony forming unit
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The media contains the important materials for microbes: alwasy include C‐source
(sugars), N‐source (proteins or ammonium‐salts), P‐sources (phosphatides), salts (for
appropriate osmotic condions), spec. Materials (vitamines, precursors etc) + in case of 
petri dishes agar‐agar, which form a gel from the media‐>solid media.
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Lipase producers: from oil lipase will produce lipoic acid which forms with Ca present
insoluble Ca‐lipoate=turbidity
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Fülke bekapcsolása (UV+ légáram ~15min), oltókacs leégetése (vörös izzás), steril térben 
lehűlés, agaros kémcső leégetése, kupak nyitás, mintavétel, zárás, üres agar nyitás, 
beoltás, zárás kacs égetés‐> átoltott inkubálása
Mikrobák veszélyességi osztájai a WHO ajánlása alapján BSc Level 1‐4 (BioSafety Class): 
1: mindennapos, akár humán mikroflóra – 4:legveszélyesebb.
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Significance of dosage: if too big, than lot of mutant/mutation, but little survivers; too
little dosage: lot of survival, but only a few mutant (cells have DNA repair!)
Here also have to examine great number of cultures, so a specific and sensitive method
is nesseccery for detection of main charachterization, which is suitable for measurment
series in short time.
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Tree of Life = az élet fája
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Tree of Life = az élet fája
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Tree of Life = az élet fája
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Tree of Life = az élet fája
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Ascomycetes: Aspergillus, Penicillium strains (organic acids, antibiotics)
Zygomycetes: Rhizopus, Mucor strains are usefull
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According to oppinions of some researchers, in the first generation of White 
biotechnology microbes degraded the biomass synthetised by plants, and in the future
(next generation) is to utilize the plant potential, because there are a lot of 
„upstreaming” (synthetic) pathways (certanly production will be not carried out by
plants, but plant pathways should be expressed in microbes).
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